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Monday 20 March

The morning will be an opportunity to meet with Jo, Jane and some trainee Religious Education (RE)
teachers. Come with questions about RE in England.
We will meet Alexis in the British Museum where you will be able to buy some lunch before Alexis
leads a session on using some of the amazing art, artefacts and exhibits to support learning in the RE
classroom.
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During the first day of our visit in London we got to meet the students at UCL as well as their
educators. The teacher trainees introduced us to the education system and their experiences so far.
The reflections from our perspective were about the teacher trainee’s education, exams in relation to
RE and the complexity of various local RE curriculums.
When visiting the British Museum, we were inspired to use different perspectives of RE through
historical artefacts. The session was led by Alexis, who introduced a task for us to solve during the
museum visit. She encouraged us to have a look around and museum and “think outside the box”
concerning how to use the museum in the religious education. We were divided into two groups and
created an example each of how to do this. We were fascinated about the wide range of artifacts at
the museum, and chose to work with the theme “living and dying”. We found it interesting to make a
lesson that teach pupils about the links between Religion and Health.

LL: It was very exciting to meet the students from Vienna and London. The British students told us
about their education and the school where they do their practice. For me it was new knowledge that
the British schools are so diverse from each other; non-faith schools, different faith schools, girls’
schools, boys’ schools, mixed schools etc.

I really liked the British museum and could have walk around there for much longer time than an
afternoon. I absolutely want to visit British museum next time in London.

TH: The first day with READY in London was an inspiring start, even though I think more time for
common reflections and time at British Museum would have been great. For example, after talking to
each other in groups it would have been good to speak cross-national with the others to grasp a
common start.
MV: It was a good start to get a presentation from the teacher in London about the British school
system then we met the students from Vienna and London. We got an historian and present
introduction about the british school system, it made me wonder very much on what education i will
see this week in the classrooms in London.
GD: This first day I really enjoyed to hear about the British school system from the students´
perspective. It gave us a good view on challenges and possibilities in the British schools. The
students also talked about their experiences in teaching. This day was a good start and some basic
knowledge for visiting the schools during the week in London.

Tuesday 21 March

The day will be spent at the Khalsa Secondary School in Slough. Jane will meet you at Paddington
Station next to the statue of Paddington Bear at 10:00 am. The train leaves at 10:22 and gets to
Slough at 10:36 where we will take taxis to the School. We will meet Dr Ranvir Singh, Head of the RE
Department who will be our guide. We will be offered lunch at the school and be invited to visit the
Gurdwara. Please note English Schools have a ‘dress code’. Jeans and casual wear are not
accepted. You will need to be ‘smart’. When entering the Gurdwara we will need to remove our shoes
and cover our heads with a scarf or bandana.
Today we visited the Khalsa Secondary Academy where we met the school’s chaplain, a RE teacher
and a few pupils. Our visit started with a short introduction of the school, the chaplain and her role,
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Sikhism, the pupils in the school and how they encourage them to take part of the services in the
Gurdwara. The chaplains way of speaking about, and involving, the pupils really inspired us. For us it
was a new knowledge that the Guru Granth Sahib isn’t sacred in the way that only authorities can
handle it, but sacred in the way that pupils should be involved and learn how to handle it. Both the
texts and the Gurdwara seemed very available to the pupils.
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It was very interesting to learn about how much this room was a great resource in other subjects.
Because the room is so sacred and students says that the room has such a calming space, the room
can be used for other teachers to teach their subjects if they need the students to get better student
environment. Everyone is welcome, it does not matter if you are sikh or not.
We also got the opportunity to
observe a part of a RE lesson.
The lesson were about “why war
occur” and a few reasons that
the teacher problematized were
religion, nationalism, ethnicity
and economics ideas. The pupils
got a task to rate these reasons
from 1-9 in diamond shape
depending on importance. This
method we think could be
successful in a Swedish RE
lesson.
LL: At our first school visit I got
inspired of the chaplain and her
way to see every pupil and the
way she talked about the pupils. She also talked about humanity in a way I liked.
MV: I was really inspired to see a sikh school as an RE teacher. It was nice to see how much
positivity a chaplain can bring to the students at a school.

Wednesday 22 March

The morning will be spent visiting RE departments in different London Schools and will be an
opportunity to observe the learning and teaching of RE and hear about the work of the RE
department. Following your visit you will need to purchase lunch before meeting Alexis in the National
Gallery, Sainsbury Wing at 1:45 pm. Here, she will guide you through the collection as you explore
how to use sacred and secular art to support learning in RE.

Today we visited the Burlington Danes
Academy where we met RE-teachers and
observed three lessons and a morning
assembly. We also got to see the school
buildings. Two of these three lessons were
about Christianity: “The doctrine of the
Trinity” and “Crucifixions”. The third lesson
had more of a thematic topic about
“Pilgrimage”. This lesson were not
connected with only one religious faith, it
rather presented diverse perspectives on
pilgrimage. One thing that surprised us
during this school visit was the school’s
way to discipline the pupils and both
encourage good behavior and punish bad
behavior. For example: at the morning assessment
we observed when a teacher rewarded “the student
of the week”. We realized this difference between
the british and the swedish school system.
After the school visit we met Alexis at National
Gallery, where she guided us through the gallery.
She told us about some of the paintings and
encouraged us to interpret their meaning and how
this could be a part of our teaching. This task really
opened our minds towards including art in our RE,
since the paintings both can tell a story about the
past and encourage the pupils to use their fantasy
and analysis skills. We especially enjoyed Our last
activity of the day was a supper at Gaby’s where
we got the chance to chat with the students from
Vienna as well as the tutors.
TH: From the very start at Burlington Danes I was,
to be honest, stunned of the discipline. The
morning assembly that we saw really set the tone
of how the pupil’s were trained into doing as the
teachers wanted. The pupils and classes were compared to each other in many ways and behaviour
seemed to be the key aspect to rank them. We got some explanation from the RE head teacher: the
school had a tough past and lots of pupils struggled with socio-economic challenges.
LL: The second school visit started with a morning assembly and this observation showed both many
and big differences between the British and the Swedish school system. This assembly showed that
the school used treats for motivation and punishment to terrify the pupils. I thought this school's
discipline was a bit tough.
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The visit at the National Gallery was the best activity during the week. It was both fun and interesting
at the moment and valuable for future lessons.

GD:
MV: It was a good experience to see how fast the children can make reflections about the RE
subjects. It made me think that we might give students too much time to make discusses in lessons.
To be clear to the students about time limit to think about a subjects might make the students think
faster. It could for the students in the future to be fast thinkers and show good behavior.
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Thursday 23 March

The morning will give you the opportunity of visiting another school and give you the chance to see
the diverse population which London schools serve. (Dress code as before).
Following this visit you will have a FREE afternoon to visit London.
At Thursday we visited Sion-Manning Catholic
School for girls. We started the day by joining
the school’s morning assembly. A RE teacher
spoke about the school’s spirit and their
community in a positive, energizing way.
Pupil’s were awarded due to hard work, best
attendance, positivity and so on.
Our Karlstad group were divided into two parts
because of practical reasons in order to attend
lessons. During the day we saw five lessons
with mostly RE teachers, but also some other
subjects. Some of the lessons started off with a
short prayer for the victims of the attack at
Westminster the other day. The pupil’s
participation seemed to be highly valued when
they discussed topics such as the fasting
aspect of Ramadan and different reasons for
Christ being crucified.
Guided by two 7th grade pupils, we also had some time to see the school. They were most welcoming
and seemed to have lots of fun telling us what they likes the most in school. Apart from different
classrooms, (gymnastiksal), teachers working place and the school library, they also pointed out a
space where the pupils would be placed as a consequence if they had had a naughty manner.
In a final talk with the RE head teacher we learnt how the three RE teachers at the school cooperates.
Since we were relatively close to Portobello Road, our host at the school recommended us to pass by
in our free afternoon. We went there to see the streets as well as a tour to Camden Market.
TH: Compared to Burlington Danes Academy we visited the other day, my impression of this school
was that Sion-Manning had a much more warm attitude towards the students and their learning. It
surprised me that not more than 35 percent of the pupils belonged to a catholic background. Having
this, as well as the open dialogues in the classrooms in mind, the religious impact was not as primary
as I thought it would be.

LL: During this school visit we observed several RE lessons and one English lesson. The attitude in
this school were more pleasant and likable than the day before, even if they used treats in form of
invites to “Special lunch” for some pupils with good result. The teacher that we got the opportunity to
observed were in my opinion very skilled. They used some methods, especially the one when the
pupils highlighted in the text in when they were reading, which I will use in my class. I also like the
paragraphs model that the English teacher used.
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MV: Gabriella and I was observing many RE lessons, one math lesson and one lesson about life. It
was interesting that this catholic school was so diverse and acceptable to pupils with different
background than catholic. It was only 35% pupils who was catholic and you could wear hijab to school
if you are a muslim. The RE lessons was similar to what we teach in sweden but the speed were
faster. The pupils had sometimes one minute to talk to their neighbor about the subject. The students
were fast thinkers and had interesting reflections.
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Friday 24 March

The morning will be another opportunity to meet with Jo, Jane and some trainee Religious Education
(RE) teachers and a chance to review the week. We will have lunch at UCL IOE before taking a bus
to Kings College Chapel where we will meet Revd Jim Craig, College Chaplain and observe him
leading a session with some trainee RE teachers. The session will finish at 3:00 pm.

We start the day by meeting the students and teachers of Austria and London at UCL. The students
from London describe the issues they can face in the English school system and how they deal with
this issues. Because of the terrorist event that happened this week, we talked about how we deal with
this questions or opinion that student can bring in school in RE lessons. We found that some students
might connect the words terrorism and islam together but this time then the terrorist attack happened,
the teacher did not hear anything from the students about the attack at all, that is unusual.
We discussed in two mixed groups from Sweden, England and Austria about what we experience this
week and the group from Austria and Sweden had a last chance to ask English students and teacher
questions about their teaching profession.
both groups found a common ground that surprised the most is English teachers strict rules in the
classrooms. The students said that it might be because we were visiting but it just the fact that we in
sweden can't really give them detention or at least on small things like not be on time in the
classroom. It might be because we watched younger students that we are not use to teach. Also
because of this, it is very different to Austria's system because they don't give the students grades in
RE. For a reason, their lessons is about study their own
faith. We don't allow anyone to say anything they feel ofc
because the teacher have to react to misbehavior but we
can't send them away however we want to.
England have a very interesting methods that the student
have to have an argument of what they think, you can not
only say" i feel/think that muslims are terrorists" you have
to have an argument why you have this opinion.
Otherwise the student will be wrong at all time if they
can't explain why. Many teachers do that also in Sweden
but it is not in our program that we must, the teacher is
free to take the diskussion or not as he or she thinks is
best for the pupils.
After our meeting we went to Kings college to visit their
school church and to hear about what it is like to be a
Chaplain at a college and that the students have the
chance to get their issues helped with The chaplins
advance. He explained that he started with art and later in
his studies he was very inspired to become a teacher of
religion. We find much quotes in the bible to help him
help other students with their problems, Christians filosofi
can be use as healing as well as learning.
LL: The reflections between us students from the different countries were valuable. We talk about
both similarities and differences and I think we have something to learn from each other's school
system and RE-education.
TH: What I will remember most of this day was the deep thinking discussions and reflections we did in
groups, concerning both the week and RE in Sweden, Austria and England. Very interesting - but a bit
sad it was the last day. I think I would have prefered to get this discussion more early.
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MV: We had a wonderful ending to this week by talk about the British system as RE teachers and
their differences to Austria and Sweden. We made discussions in mixed groups from Sweden, Britain
and Austria. Both swedish and british students were fascinated about how Austria don't grade the
students in RE. That they teach and make the students learn about their own faith after a certain age.
The group from austria had to explain to us how this system works to make us understand, because
both sweden and Britain teach about religion to the students, Austria do it too but not to upper
Secondary school pupils.
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Final reflections
Gabriella Dahlhjelm (GD)
The week in London was intense and inspiring. I really enjoyed the school visits where we got to
experience different types of schools. This was a great way to get a grip of the width of RE in English
schools. One thing I think all of us Swedes really reacted to was the discipline of the English pupils
which was both unfamiliar to us and inspiring. It may be a thing we could learn from the English
schools. I think the teachers in Sweden often expect the least from the pupils. If we would expect our
pupils to behave better and to achieve more I think they would! This is something I thought about
quite a lot during the week in London.
Tilda Henriksson (TH)
I have learnt many things from this week in London! First of all, about the British school system and
manners at schools. Discipline upon behaviour was higher than I could have imagined and many
schools seemed to compare pupils and classes to each other. On the other hand, the pupils seemed
to be well aware of what the intended learning outcome were supposed to be. I think teachers in
Sweden can learn to be more clear of their expectations towards pupils, show expectations and learn
of ways to really develop learning.
Secondly, to experience RE teachings were my particular interest. A lot of didactical reflections that I
hadn’t thought of before came to my mind. As a result, I already started to think of how I would
organize teachings of different religions, themes e.g. - which I believe is a sign of how well this week
encouraged me as a teacher-to-be.
A third insight of mine is that I am impressed by the loads of progressive work that RE teachers seem
to do in England. During my practice as a teacher trainee in Sweden, I haven’t been able to see
different approaches towards RE in this extent. Especially at Sion-Manning, the RE teachers really
cooperated well and I think Swedish teachers may learn a lot from something like that. I will
remember this and be inspired in my forthcoming work, as I mentioned before.
If I would participate in something like READY in London again, my wish would be to have more
interacting activities. Schedule was more tight than I thought, but maybe time at schools could have
been more reduced at Thursday’s visit and limited to 12 pm - an hour of reflections with the other
groups would have been great, in order to share our experiences. But to be honest - in total, this week
is one of the most interesting and mind-developing things I have done ever since I entered university
four years ago.
Lisa Lannerås (LL)
This week has been intense, interesting and inspiring. We have visited schools which are different
than the school I have visit in Sweden. The British schools discipline were unfamiliar for me, but it
made me think about how some more discipline in Swedish schools maybe could make the lessons
more effective. I don´t mean or want the Swedish school to copy all of the discipline policies that we
had observed, but the lesson activity and task the pupils were given were made with a speed that I
don't recognize from lessons in the Swedish schools.
The schools we visited had high security and as visitors we had to “check in” and “check out” and at
one school we were not allowed to move without someone in the staff. In Swedish schools can
anyone walk through the doors so this was a new experience for me. I was also surprised by the
diversity of faith at the faith schools we visited. At both the Sikh school and the Catholic school were a
diverse of faith represented. For example, only 35 percent of the pupils in the Catholic School had a
catholic faith.
Furthermore, the teachers we observed use methods which inspired me. The British student told us
about good classrooms methods as well, PEEL for example which means Point, explain, evidence
and link(s). I will try to transform these methods in my future lessons in RE, Swedish and Swedish as
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a second language. The visit at the National Gallery with Alexis guidance inspired me and made me
thinking about how I can use art in my classroom.
I am very thankful for this week and for the opportunity to make my knowledge about RE more
diverse.
Maria Vestman (MV)
It has been a great experience to come to London, i am very grateful to see the english school system
and met teachers and students from London and Vienna. Not only for this project but i got so much
experience to my future as an teacher. I was even more motivated to work as an teacher after this
experience. It was fascinated to observe how the teachers was working with the students to give them
knowledge about religion.
I was particularly interested about the history and the present right to not get educated about certain
subjects in RE that the teachers introduces us the first day. We were informed that it is rare but it is
interesting that the students or their parents can reject parts in the RE education. I would not be
comfortable to accept students missing lessons in RE because then i am not sure that all the students
would get all the knowledge that they need in the society. But i do see the point that some students
made, that it is more easier to have a positive environment in the classroom then every body choose
to be there.
Even though we are in London to see how RE works in London, i really noticed how different we
discipline the pupils compare to what we saw. It was a big difference because we don't give them
detention for getting late. But that inspired me to maybe be more strict about it in the future because
the students do miss education then they don't get in time to the lessons. We can not sent the
student's do detention for being a little late but If the teacher is more strict and react, the students
know more about what the teacher expectations from the students.
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It was very interesting to know that the students who are going to be RE teachers only got one day to
learn about the other religions except for christianity. We also learn more about christianity ,it shows
that is we RE teachers want to teach more deeper about religion, we have to spend some free time to
learn about it. Then we spent free time learning, we will catch up the news about what happen with
religion in the world in present time. We are never done learning and thank god for that.

